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The takeover of St. Patty’s
NATALIE TIMPERIO

in prayer. In his early 20s, Patrick
escaped the confines of his captivity after a dream from God. In his
It’s the most wonderful time of the dream, God told Patrick to leave
year: Saint Patrick’s Day.
Ireland via the coast. Here, Patrick
		
The 17th day of March was able to sail back to Britain
marks the one day of the year where where he found ultimate safety.
it is perfectly natural to “go Irish” 		
However, God had plans
regardless of one’s actual lineage. for Patrick beyond his escape from
In fact, the day is so widely cele- slavery. In another dream from God,
brated it seems to have assumed a Patrick heard the calls and cries of
culture all of its own.
the Irish. In time, Patrick began his
		
Immediately
following path to priesthood, and was eventuthe highly anticipated or extremely ally ordained a bishop. From here,
loathed Valentine’s Day, vendors Patrick was sent to take the Gospel
relinquish their usual decor to all to Ireland where he began preachthings green – shamrocks and myth- ing.
ical leprechauns, amongst other 		
It is said that Patrick consomewhat tacky tokens encapsulat- verted all of Ireland to Christianity
ing the day, such as tee shirts read- in only 40 years. Eventually, Patrick
ing “Kiss Me, I’m Irish.”
died March 17, 461. For all his ef		
In fact, on an even larger forts, Patrick is now known and
scale, the Chirecognized as the
cago River is dyed
Patron saint of Iregreen each year. Saint Patty’s extends land.
But Saint Patty’s
		
A shamfar beyond the sym- rock is the ultimextends far beyond
bolic decor, dress, ate symbol comthe symbolic decor,
dress, and dye; it is
and dye; it is a day memorating Saint
a day widely used
Patrick as this is
as an outright and widely used as an out- what he used to exsurprisingly semi- right and surprisingly plain the Trinity
legitimate excuse semi-legitimate excuse (the Father, Son and
to drink green beer
Holy Spirit – one
to drink green beer of the mainstays of
and get day drunk.
		
In
the and get day drunk.” Catholicism). Green
lives of students,
is therefore better
and quite frankly
known as Saint Patanyone else who enjoys throwing rick’s colour.
all care to the wind, Saint Patty’s 		
So, how is it that society
has proved time and time again to has come to binge on vast quantities
be one of the most looked forward of alcohol to celebrate the life and
to days of the year in which to drink, work of Saint Patrick? After all, as a
drink and drink. So, what accounts Christian holiday, drinking is surely
for this shift in the way we value, one of the last ways in which we
and commemorate the Day?
should properly commemorate this
		
Saint Patrick’s Day is in Patron Saint.
fact supposed to be a deeply Chris- 		
The custom is said to come
tian holiday. In Christianity, it is from an ancient Irish legend. It is
custom to celebrate a saint’s death said that Saint Patrick was served a
in honour of their life’s endeavours meagre measure of whiskey by an
and entry into heaven. Saint Patrick innkeeper.
is one of many saints that we honour
In a most saintly manner, Saint
on something known as a feast day, Patrick explained to the innkeeper
which in the case for Saint Patrick is that a devil demon of some sort
March 17.
resided in the innkeeper’s cellar.
		
Little is known about Saint This devil demon sustained itself on
Patrick’s early life. However, ac- the cheapness of the innkeeper, and
cording to the literature, Patrick would forever inhabit his cellar so
was born in Britain sometime near long as he remained this way.
the end of the fourth century. In his 		
Sometime later, Saint
mid-teens he was kidnapped and Patrick returned, in which he
taken captive to Ireland where he discovered that the innkeeper had
worked as a slave. It was during his in fact changed his ways. The
captivity that Patrick turned to God
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Saint Patty’s normally consists of tacky trinkets and booze, but the Day has a religious history.

A little Peace of Chic goes a long way
CHANÈLE JORDAN
SILHOUETTE STAFF

This past weekend, fashionistas,
revolutionaries and entrepreneurs
alike came together for the third
annual A Peace of Chic Fashion
Show, presented by Invisible Children McMaster.
		
The show, which was
held downtown at Hamilton Place,
brought together a wide array of
people, from those who have a
strong love for fashion to those
passionate about issues such as oppressed child soldiers. The event
was aimed at raising awareness and
funds to end the war in Northern
Uganda. As their flyer proclaims,
these “invisible children” have gone
unnoticed for too long. It is time to
tell their stories to the world and say
no to injustice and yes to peace.

		
Although they were “fashionably late” to start, it was well
worth the wait. The show was
nothing less than spectacular, and
to know that a group of McMaster
students put it together made it that
much better.
		
The show epitomized a
high-fashion couture show, from
the layout of the room to the talented designers. The audience had
the opportunity to view the fashion
lines of Hamilton and Toronto’s
upcoming designers. Present at
the show were BadHabits, Coziwun, Dakota Mae, Jason Meyers,
Joyce Ma, Pamela Patricia Kowalski and Do Rae Me. Each of them
had their own unique flair, causing the audience to continually
gasp “That’s so nice!” or “I would
buy that!” Although each of the
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One of many fashion models performing at A Peace of Chic.

[This Week in InsideOut]
What’s up with shoes?
Luckily, we don’t have
hobbit feet, so shoes are an
absolute must. But, it’s not
all about shielding the soles
of our feet.
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Vamp galore

Dating 101

Robert Pattinson isn’t the
sole force driving our
obsession with vampires.

Not only can dating be
time-consuming, but it can
also be nerve-racking as well.
Learn to overcome these
obstacles.
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